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ABSTRACT: In spite of the existence of more attack-resistant authentication schemes, passwords are the most popular means

of access control. They also constitute the first line of defence in cyber-based security systems. Unfortunately, the twin problem

of multiplicity of passwords combined with destructive human factors has resulted in numerous rules which have made

password management cumbersome. The resultant evasive tendency on the part of users has created a divergence among

security experts. Using a survey, this paper examines the level of password security awareness in Africa, vis a vis the current

divergence among security engineers as regards the rules governing best practices in the use of passwords: should they be

written down or memorized; changed frequently or remain permanent? It also proposes a possible way out in respect of the

password security purgatory phenomenon. It is posited that, in order to enhance password security, there should be a

delicate balance between having enough rules to maintain good security and not having too many rules that would compel

users to take evasive actions; i.e., human factors should be given priority over technological factors. The password security

survey further confirmed the fear that most Internet users are inclined to choosing passwords that are both meaningful and

easily remember-able. Similarly, in Africa, and probably most developing countries, senior executives are less security

conscious compared to their subordinates, as regards password related matters. The paper proposes the use of the (k, n)-

Threshold Scheme, such as the Shamir’s secret-sharing scheme, to enhance the security of the password repository. This

presupposes an inclination towards writing down the password: they could be stored securely, along with other valuables,

even where other modern technological facilities are not available.
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1. Introduction

A password or passphrase is a secret word/phrase, string of characters, or some form of interactive message or signal that is
used for authentication. It is designed to prove identity or gain access to a resource/place [1], [2]. In a nutshell, a password is
a basic method of access control. It grants or denies access, and could also determine the extent or level of authorisation, in
some cases [3]. Other means of user authentication include: [4] Smart card or other token; Fingerprint, Retinal image, {Iris &
retinal identification and vein patterns [5]}; Voice and Facial pattern; Password or PIN. It is should be noted that, despite the
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current advancement in graphic-based approaches, password remains the most common means of authentication [3]. The word
purgatory, in the context of this paper, denotes a miserable situation that is of critical, complex and/or unusual difficulty [1].

Polybius mentioned the system of watchwords in the Roman military, [25] thus illustrating the fact that passwords or watchwords
have been used since ancient times. In the military tradition, the password system operates as a pair of secret words or phrases;
a challenge and response. For instance, in the opening days of the Battle of Normandy, paratroopers of the US 101st Airborne
Division used the password flash, which was presented as a challenge, and answered with the correct response, thunder. The
challenge and response were changed every three days. Similarly, the US paratroopers used a device known as a “cricket” on
‘D-Day’ (Tuesday, 6 June 1944 by 6:30 am), in place of a password system, as a temporarily unique method of identification; one
metallic click given by the device in lieu of a password challenge was to be met by two clicks in response [2].

The history of password usage in relation to computers goes back to the earliest days of computing. MIT’s Compatible Time-
Sharing System (CTSS), one of the first time-sharing operating systems, was introduced in 1961. It had a login command that
requested a user password. When the user typed in a password, the system would turn off the printing mechanism, so that the
user might type in his password with privacy [29].

Passwords constitute the first line of defence in most computer-based information security systems [6]. Studies have shown
that most of the problems associated with the users’ attitude are related to the multiplicity of passwords required of every user
[5]. Experience shows that an active Internet user has over 60 passwords and PINs for various applications and services. Of this
number, those with the best memories might not be able to memorise up to 25% [7]. Hence, the resultant problems include
storage, password length and composition. As a result, in order to relieve the brain of undue stress, password users resort to
attitudes that are inimical to password security. The security risk associated with such attitudes is widespread, as a study
showed that 50% of users wrote their passwords down [6]. Experts are now divided as regards whether it is better to write down
the passwords or not. The implication of this apparent disagreement is significant, especially in Africa and other developing
countries, where the internet technology is just emerging.

A global analysis of security guidelines for password usage shows that there is no common standard for passwords. In other
words, different systems have different requirements. If this situation is analysed against the backdrop of the fact that an
average user has several passwords, all of which are expected to be strong, in conjunction with unavoidable human fallibility, it
is obviously impracticable for any human being to observe all the conditions associated with the password system. Thus, this
paper, which is an aspect of an ongoing research work at the University of Bradford, [8] is designed to examine the level of
password security awareness in Africa and propose a possible way out in respect of the password security purgatory phenomenon.
This could be actualised by devising passwords that would take both human and security factors into consideration [6].

In order to attain the objectives declared above, the paper will cover some of the existing measures aimed at resolving the
password security problem, a survey on password security awareness in African countries, the password security problem and
a proposal for a suggested solution.

2. Issues Relating to Password Security

2.1 Factors in the Security of a Password System

The effectiveness of passwords in the security of password-protected systems depends on several factors. These include the

need for the overall system to be designed for sound security, with protection against viruses, eavesdroppers and similar

threats. Physical security against threats like shoulder surfing, video camera and keyboard sniffers should also be taken care

of. Passwords should also be chosen such that they are hard to guess and also hard for an attacker to discover using any of the

available automatic attack schemes. It is now common practice for the computer to hide passwords as they are being typed as
a measure against bystanders reading the passwords. Since this practice may lead to errors and stress, thereby encouraging

users to choose weak passwords, experts are now of the view that the system should be designed such that users have the

option to show or hide the passwords as they are being typed [9]. Password strength is a measure of how effective is a password

in resisting guessing and brute-force attacks; it is a function of length, complexity and unpredictability [10].

2.2 Multiplicity of  Passwords and  Associated Problems

Studies have shown that most of the problems associated with the users’ care-free attitude in respect of password usage have

a lot to do with multiplicity of passwords used by an individual [5]. Experience has shown that an active Internet user could have
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over 60 passwords and PINs for various applications and services; of these, those with the best memories might not be able to
memorise up to 25% [7]. Thus, the resultant problems include storage, password length and composition. As a result, in order
to relieve the brain of undue stress, password users resort to attitudes that are inimical to the security of the passwords, and, by
extension, security of the system they were designed to protect. These negative attitudes include: writing all passwords in a
diary; using the same password for all applications; relating the password to the particular application, e.g., using the room
number and occupant’s initials as access to the office door; using very simple configurations such as 1a2b3c4d, 12345678,
12121212;or pasting passwords on the wall, board or computer, etcetera. The security risk associated with these practices is
widespread, as a study showed that 50% of users wrote their passwords down [6].

2.3 Password Repositories

Multiplicity of passwords has engendered the problem of password storage. This has given rise to many software applications

designed to facilitate password management. These are collectively called wallets and are in two different varieties. The first is

a username/password repository; an encrypted file kept in one’s computer that holds information which one needs to log into

one’s various accounts. The most prominent of these is Darn! Passwords! [7], [11] It has a password generator that can make

up passwords for various applications and allows one to drag one’s passwords into the application or Web site that one is

using. It allows one to remember only one password instead of many. Similar applications are Password Safe [12] and Q*Wallet,

[13] both for windows. Selznick PassWallet [14] provides similar functionality on the Macintosh and Palm OS. Apparently, no

similar product exists for UNIX or LINUX.

2.4 Security Guidelines on Password Usage

Experience shows that it is generally better to have passwords centrally controlled, if possible. Whatever the case, in order to

improve the strength of access security, users are usually advised to follow some guidelines, which include:[5] It should be kept

absolutely secret; not divulged to any other user; It should not be written down or recorded where it can be accessed by other

users; It must be changed if there is the slightest indication or suspicion of a compromise; It must be changed when a member

of the organisation leaves the group or changes task; It should be at least eight characters long (alpha-numeric with mixed case/

symbols) [2]; It should not be formed from any obvious source - e.g. username or group/company/project name; It must be

changed monthly or at least bi-monthly; It must be changed more frequently the greater the risk or more sensitive the assets

being protected; It must not be included in an automated log in procedure, i.e. not stored in a macro function; It should not be

a dictionary word [2].

2.5 Guidelines for Strong Passwords

The measures put in place for the choice of good passwords are designed to make passwords less easily discovered by

intelligent guessing. Common guidelines include: [15], [16] a minimum password length of 12 to 14 characters if permitted;

generating passwords randomly where feasible; avoiding passwords based on repetition, dictionary words, letter or number

sequences, usernames, relative or pet names, etcetera; including numbers and symbols in passwords if allowed by the system;

if the system recognizes case as significant, using capital and lower-case letters; avoid using something that the public or

workmates know you strongly like or dislike; use acronyms of mnemonic words/phrases; providing an alternative to keyboard

entry (e.g., spoken passwords, or biometric passwords); requiring more than one authentication system, such as a 2-factor

authentication (something you have and something you know); write down your passwords.

It could be inferred from the foregoing that experts are now divided as regards whether it is better to write down the passwords

or not. Some guidelines advise against writing passwords down, while others, noting the large number of password protected

systems users must access, encourage writing down passwords as long as the written password lists are kept in a safe place,

such as a wallet or safe, not attached to a monitor or in an unlocked desk drawer [16]. In addition, some even argue that the

concept of password expirations is now obsolete, [17] for the following reasons: asking users to change passwords frequently

encourages simple and weak passwords; if one has a truly strong password, there is little point in changing it - changing

passwords which are already strong introduces risk that the new password may be less strong; a compromised password is

likely to be used immediately by an attacker to install a backdoor, often via privilege escalation. Once this is accomplished,

password changes won’t prevent future attacker access; mathematically speaking, it doesn’t gain much security at all - moving

from never changing one’s password to changing the password on every authenticate attempt (pass or fail attempts) only

doubles the number of attempts the attacker must make on average before correctly guessing the password in a brute-force

attack - one gains much more security just increasing the password length by one character than changing the password on

every use.
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2.6 Guidelines on Password Management

Password management system is an administrative arrangement aimed at providing an effective interactive resource that
ensures the quality of the passwords and enforces their use in tune with the security manager’s policy. In general, password
management should enable secure login procedures and protect passwords against unauthorised use and access [5]. This
includes measures which ensure that passwords are stored in files that are separate from the main application system data, using
a one-way encryption algorithm. These measures offer some protection against password cracker programs and dictionary
attacks. As part of the separation process between the client and the producer, the initial (default) passwords from the manufacturer
must be replaced after equipment installation [5].

2.7 Training and Security Awareness Education

Every organisation should have a security awareness training policy which ensures that organizations are responsible for not
only training their own personnel, but also their agents and contractors that have access to their facilities. Initial training will
need to include a review of the requirements and tailored training needs to specific security policies, processes and technology
of your organization, based on the level of security responsibilities for different segments of users.

Security training programmes should include awareness education covering the organizational security policy, password
maintenance, incident reporting, and viruses; periodic security reminders conducted as updates to the basic security education;
user education concerning virus protection, including identification, reporting and preventive measures; user education in
importance of monitoring log-in success/failure, and how to report discrepancies, including employee responsibility for ensuring
security of information; and user education in password management, including meticulously thought out organizational rules
to be followed in creating, changing and ensuring confidentiality of passwords [24]. Personnel should also be informed on the
need for the various techniques employed in the organisation’s password security architecture as an important means of
checkmating human hacking or social hackers (socio-cryptanalysts). Let all and sundry be equipped with the knowledge that
there can be no technical hacking in vacuum (independent of human hacking), and that countering the SE attacks is indeed a
purgatory venture (very difficult, complex and complicated endeavour). This underscores the significance of building social
engineering education into all aspects of human activities, especially within the security arena [27], [28].

2.8 Eight Myths of Computer Security

Quoting Mark Twain, Ross [26] stated that: “It ain’t what you don’t know, it’s what you know that ain’t so”. Just as any other
industry, Information Security has its myths and misconceptions. They can be harmful if they cause unnecessary squandering
of limited resources in the wrong areas, or rely on faulty ideas and techniques. Two of the eight myths which are relevant for this
discussion include:

• Myth #1-Complex passwords provide the best security

• Myth #2-Mandatory password changes improve security

In response to the Myth #1, many organizations have long lists of rules governing the content of passwords, primarily designed
to defeat brute-force attacks; this has not succeeded due to rapid advancement in computing power and failure of many
organizations to adequately monitor for failed login attempts. This seems to have eroded the value of the password as a single
line of defence. Other disadvantages of complex passwords include the difficulty in remembering them, costs of generation and
enforcing the password rules, as well as supporting users who have forgotten their passwords. In addition, users are sceptical
of a system that imposes so many rules and regulations, which they perceive as a burden. This results in evasive attitudes, with
attendant consequences. There would be need for the advocates of complex passwords to take a lesson from the banking
industry, where Automated Teller Machine (ATM) cards are able to use simple 4-digit numeric passwords (PINs) because ATMs
will disable a particular card if an incorrect PIN is given three times in succession [26]. A computer access control system could
perform a similar function. If an account registers three successive failed login attempts, the system should automatically lock
out that account. To prevent denial-of-service (DoS) attacks that would lock out legitimate users, the system should automatically
remove the lock-out after some period of time; not more than 15 minutes. Thus, the temporary lock-out would be of only a minor
inconvenience to a forgetful user, but sufficient to make exhaustive search attacks impractical. Hence, a system of simple
passwords combined with temporary lockouts would defend against brute-force attacks, while at the same time eliminating the
cost and usability problems of complex passwords.

As regards the Myth #2, some organizations even specify minimum password ages (to prevent users from immediately switching
back to the previous password); password histories to prevent re-use of passwords; and minimum number of characters to
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change to ensure that a new password is different enough from a previous one. All of these elaborate rules make authorised
access difficult, while driving up administrative and support costs for implementing and enforcing the rules. The objective for
mandatory password changes stems from belief that passwords do leak out over time; but mandatory password changes
address only a symptom, not the underlying cause of the leakages. Eliminating account sharing, prompt account closing when
users depart, regular auditing of all accounts, and educating users not to divulge passwords under any circumstances would be
far more effective for addressing the sources of the leakages [26].

3. A Survey on Password Security Awareness in African Countries

Internet world statistics [18] shows a lot of increase in the number of Internet users all over the world. The last 3 global statistics
are as follows: March 31, 2011 - 2,095,006,005 (Africa: 118,609,620); December 31, 2011 - 2,267,233,742 (Africa: 139,875,242); June
30, 2012 - 2,405,518,376 (Africa: 167,335,676). This statistics shows that the use of Internet by the developing world, using Africa
as a case study, is not only increasing by population, but also by global percentage. Hence, [8] became interested in finding out
the state of Internet security awareness by conducting a survey between February and August 2012, in an African country. The
target population was the organisational executives from the level of Senior Enterprise Officer and above. Altogether, 66
officials of ages from about 30 upwards responded; 66 responses were used to plot Figures 1 and 2, while 26, picked at random,
were used to plot Figures 3 and 4. Figures 1 and 2 covered responses from 3 organisations, while Org. 4 is the grand total of
responses from all the three organisations, to reflect the national statistics. Figures 3 and 4 analyse the responses by rank (and
age; to some extent). Only three of the eleven questions in the questionnaire were used in this analysis; Questions 2, 4 and 5.

Figure 1 reflects the answers to Question 2: Do you have a password for granting or denying access to your computer? - answer
Yes or No. The bar labelled Variable 2a represents Yes, while the maroon-coloured bar represents No. Figure 2 reflects the
answers to Question 4 by organisation: What is the length of your email password? – Answers: Less than eight characters; eight
characters; more than eight characters; and others (please describe). Figure 3 analyses responses to Question 4, by rank,
seniority or appointment: DD-Up means from Deputy Directors upwards; AD-Down means from Assistant Directors downwards.

Figure 4 reflects responses to Question 5: What is the nature of your passwords? – Answers: Meaningful/easily remembered

(MF-ER); Meaningless/easily remembered (ML-ER); Meaningless/hard-to-remember (ML-HR); Others (please describe).

Figure 1. Level of Password Awareness

Looking at the national statistics from this survey, Figures 1 and 2 show that the levels of awareness are generally okay, but the
percentage of users with passwords less than eight characters in Figure 2 is too high for comfort. Figure 4 also shows a
satisfactory result with a similar caveat as in Figure 2. This result also illustrates the possibility that organisational administrators
from AD-Down (about the age of 40 downwards) are not only more active on the Net but also more security-conscious. The
implication here is that they take instructions from their less security-conscious superiors. Lastly, Figure 4 confirms the fear that
most Internet users are inclined to choosing passwords that are both meaningful and easily remember-able.

4. The Password Security Problem

This paper posits that destitution of requisite balance between the factors of technology and factors of ‘humanity’, as defined
[1], is responsible for the purgatory posture of password security related problems.
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Figure 2. Significance of Password Length Awareness

This is because security countermeasures mostly focus on partial security in favour of technology, using various cryptographic
encryption techniques, to the detriment of total security incorporating humanity; bearing in mind the prevalence of social
engineering realities. This is contrary to the criminal cyber attack strategy which is mostly social engineering based.

Generally, the need for cryptography arose in response to the requirements to secure information, whether in storage or transit.
The most primary security needs it sets out to address are confidentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity, theft and non-

repudiation [19] In the case of social engineering (SE), a taxonomy of user vulnerabilities include dishonesty, honesty, vanity,

compassion, gullibility, curiosity, courtesy, diffidence, apathy, irresponsibility, naivety and greed [20], [21]. Thus, SE could be
seen as a glorified nomenclature for what is popularly referred to as 419 in Nigeria.

Figure 3. Significance of Password Length Awareness

Whether consciously or otherwise, most existing security arrangements, both in theory and practice, seem to underplay the
significance of the social aspect of cyber defence. Examples include the ITU’s blue print for ensuring a global culture of cyber-
security (Figure 5), which failed to assign the responsibility for the social culture of cyber-security to any group of professionals
[22]. This under estimate of the significance of social engineering input in cyber defence is also indicative of the current UK
National Cyber Security Programme (NCSP) which has allocated only one percent to education [23]; out of the £650 million
($1.01 billion) earmarked for cyber-security in the next five years (2011-2015).

5. Proposal for a Suggested Solution

In order to minimise the password security purgatory phenomenon, it is noted that the human factor is the most critical factor in
the security system for at least three possible reasons: it is the weakest link; it is the only factor that exercises initiatives; and the
factor that transcends all the other elements of the entire system. This underscores the significance of social engineering in
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Figure 4. Significance of Password Complexity Awareness

Area of Cybersecurity Requirement Professional Responsibility

1. Political Culture of Cybersecurity Legislatives, Executives, Stakeholders, …

2.    Legal Culture of Cybersecurity                  Court, Judge, Prosecutor, Attorney,Regulator,
                              Law Enforcement, …

3.     Economic & Managerial Culture of          Auditors, Executive Manager, Production Manager,
        Cybersecurity               Human Resources Manager, CIO, CISO, ...

4.    Technical Culture of Cybersecurity           System, Network Engineer, System Administrator,
                                                                                Software Developer, …

5. Social Culture of Cybersecurity ??? ???

Figure 5. ITU Framework for a Global Culture of Cyber-security

It could be seen from the foregoing that most of the password security-related problems have linkages with lack of secure
storage system; thus encouraging users to choose weak passwords and compelling security engineers and managers to insist
that passwords must not be written down and must be changed frequently. Hence, in an effort to make a contribution towards
resolving this problem, this research [8] will explore the use of the (k,n)-Threshold Scheme, such as the Shamir’s secret-sharing
scheme, to enhance the security of password repository. This presupposes an inclination towards writing down the password:
after all, gold and silver are not memorised; they are stored.

6. Conclusion

There is divergence among security engineers as regards whether it is better to write down the passwords or not. Due to the
large number of password-protected systems that users must access, some experts encourage writing down passwords, as long
as the written password lists are kept in a safe place, such as a wallet or safe; not attached to a monitor or in an unlocked desk
drawer. Similarly, some even argue that the concept of password expirations is obsolete, because mathematically speaking, the
practice of changing passwords frequently does not gain much security at all. It is much more effective to increase the password
length; even by only one character. Thus, in order to ensure password security, there is need to strike a delicate balance between
having enough rules to maintain good security and not having too many rules that would compel users to take evasive actions.

The most critical factor in the security system is the human factor. This is because, it is the weakest link; it is the only factor that
exercises initiatives; and the factor that encompasses all the other elements of the entire system. This illustrates the significance
of social engineering in security designs, and the fact that security is indeed a function of both technology and social engineering.

every security arrangement. It is thus recommended that, in the handling of password security issues, human factors should be
given priority over technological factors.
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In the course of organisational security awareness education processes, employees should be informed on the need for the
various techniques employed in the organisation’s password security architecture. This is an important means of checkmating
human hacking (socio-cryptanalysts). Experience has shown that there cannot be technical hacking in vacuum.

The password security survey further confirmed the fear that most Internet users are inclined to choosing passwords that are
both meaningful and easily remember-able. It is also instructive to note that, in Africa, and probably most developing countries,
senior executives are less security conscious compared to their subordinates, as regards password related matters.

Most of the password security related problems have linkages with lack of secure storage system; thus encouraging users to
choose weak/memorable passwords, and compelling security engineers and managers to insist that passwords must not be
written down and must be changed frequently. Hence, in an effort to make a contribution towards resolving this problem, this
paper proposes the use of the (k, n)-Threshold Scheme, such as the Shamir’s secret-sharing scheme, to enhance the security of
the password repository. This presupposes an inclination towards writing down the passwords; they could be stored securely,
along with other valuables, even where other modern technological facilities are not available.
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